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L&D Practitioners Network 
Thursday 5 December 2013 

“Making the Case for Learning” 
 
Our December meeting was kindly hosted by RedR UK and we were joined by Lesley Price and Ed 

Monk, from the Learning & Performance Institute. We spent some “me-time”, focusing on the 

learning profession, needs and future. Indeed, L&D practitioners tend to spend a great deal of 

time and energy looking after others so the afternoon was dedicated to focusing some of this 

energy and care towards those very individuals at the heart of the L&D profession. 

 

1. The Learning & Performance Institute (LPI) 
 

Lesley and Ed took us through a couple of presentations (available on the L&D Network page of 

our website) that led to very interesting conversations. 

 

Here are below the key takeaways. 

 

• “The Cobbler’s children” 

 

After Lesley introduced the Institute to us, we looked at the skills needed by L&D teams to be able 

to face the future in our ever-changing world and raise the standards and value of workplace 

learning. 

 

She took us through a tool developed by the LPI to assess L&D skills – this is available and free to 

use by registering via their website at http://lpi.lexonis.com/.  

This tool allows L&D professionals to run skills gap analysis for themselves and their teams, and 

also make the case for a comprehensive recognition of their own skills. This reflective approach is 

part of the journey to prepare for the future and avoid heading for either “comfortable extinction” 

or “training ghettos” (see slide 4). 

 

This very much fits into the foundation for the professionalisation agenda, and validates the 

Business Partner model (or Internal Consultancy) for L&D practitioners who can be further 

empowered as workplace learning professionals and engineers of change. 

 

We heard it is also about “being brave and pulling the plug” whilst foiling the “conspiracy of 

convenience” as coined by chartered business psychologist, Nigel Harrison. It is worth reading his 

article (and others on the topic) available on the Training Zone website, at 

http://www.trainingzone.co.uk/topic/strategy/training-conspiracy/138142.  

The author provides interesting reflections on the challenges and benefits for L&D practitioners of 

embracing an internal consultancy model and taking part in the strategic conversations that really 

matter, rather than jumping to what he calls “solutioneering”. These conversations require 

courage, especially when it means being able to admit that a training intervention might not be 

the solution for a performance issue that would better be addressed through a process change or 

job re-design exercise.  
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As the conversation expanded, participants also acknowledged the need to “win hearts and 

minds” and, consequently, how essential line management engagement is to ensure managers are 

involved in their staff’s development.  

L&D practitioners ought to be there at the start of the conversation (as part of the appraisal 

process for example), to help set the right objectives and productively map needs and risks whilst 

making sure individuals (staff and managers) own the process.  

 

Lastly, we heard from Retrak how, from an L&D perspective, they start by looking at business 

needs, where line managers start the process with their team which produces, in turn, a business 

statement outcome that eventually leads to the identification of the right L&D intervention. 

 

• “How do we measure learning?” 

 

The second presentation focused on measuring learning and demonstrating its value: i.e. how we 

can acquire business intelligence and defining what “good” looks like. 

 

We heard about the challenges of determining powerful learning analytics and measurable 

business metrics, and more importantly of their value, to support the transition from “busy 

metrics to business metrics”. For instance, we heard how convenient measuring e-learning can be 

when it comes to capturing volume and quantity data – what was called the “people behind the 

glass” during our discussions – which fails to actually build the powerful storytelling data needed 

to demonstrate the value and impact of learning in the workplace.  

 

The discussion also highlighted the importance of language to make the case for L&D: 

 

• How we should talk about “return on expectations” as opposed to the traditional RoI (Return 

on Investment). 

• How the label “workshop” is often associated with “empowering”, while “training” is 

associated with “controlling”. 

• How the Latin root of the word training is “traho” which means to drag...Telling, isn’t it? 

 

That is why we heard that L&D practitioners need to think about the elevator pitch for their share 

of the organisation’s budget: how would you justify it in a couple of minutes and leave that 

convincing and lasting impression even after you have left the lift? 

 

The last key point of the afternoon was that we don’t celebrate learning successes very well. Such 

acknowledgement should be linked to the organisational culture to be impactful. Without 

requiring huge budgets, a bit of creativity and visibility could go a long way in celebrating staff 

growth and development, both at the level of the individuals involved and of the organisation, 

with it establishing itself as a learning organisation. We heard about newsletter articles, 

certificates, CEO awards/speeches … even cakes and BBQ! Any more suggestions? 

 

The two PowerPoint presentations are available on the L&D Network page of our website. 
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• Additional resources shared by the LPI 

 

*Internet Time Alliance – You can find more information here about social, informal and 

collaborative learning. You can also find bios of those involved. 

 

*The three particularly mentioned by Lesley on the day are: 

-Harold Jarche – Harold’s area of specialism is Personal Knowledge Management;  

-Jane Hart – It’s worth having a look at the top 100 tools and also Jane’s reading list for 2013; 

-Charles Jennings who is Director of the 70.20.10 Forum. 

 

*Charity Learning Consortium. 

 

*Don Taylor’s blog post and video regarding the “Training Ghetto”.  

 

*Performance Consultancy Masterclasses and Capability Map Summary Report. 

 

*Chat2lrn – fortnightly twitter chat where the focus of the discussion is learning. 

 

2. Annexes 

 

• 2014 schedule  

 

Dates (pm) Theme Venue 

Thursday 13 March    

Thursday 12 June    

Thursday 11 September   

Tuesday 11 December    

 

Please check your meeting room availability (big enough to accommodate up to 20 participants) 

and let me know which dates you could host our 2014 network meetings. Details to be finalised 

in due course. 

 

• Themes for future meetings 

 

As always the theme will be member-led and any suggestions for speakers or volunteers to 

present to the group are very welcome, so we are looking forward to hearing from you ☺. 

 

From your most recent feedback, here are the themes you would like to cover in our future 

meetings: 

 

• Career path 

• Developing a learning culture 

• Self-organised learning 

• Determining impacts of training and evaluation + Quality measuring impact: next steps 
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• More on measuring impact, how to integrate learning into strategy/long-term 

goals/performance development  

• Share experiences of e-learning - so much on offer- how do our users rate these 

offerings and can we share this somehow? 

• E-learning and tools 

• How L&D can be more strategic + challenging own knowledge 

• Line management capability, leadership programs 

• Inter-agencies collaborations on learning events/courses: ways to share, co-design, co-

run etc.   

 

Please do let us know as always of any other themes you would like to cover. 

 

We also hear you would like to see more resources being shared, and more case studies and 

problem-solving discussions (i.e. L&D Surgery): please do email Em at 

Emmanuelle@peopleinaid.org with your suggestions and issues you would like to share with 

the community so this can inform the agenda and/or be added to the Market Place. 

 

 

 

Participants 

 

Firs t nameFirs t nameFirs t nameFirs t name Las t nameLas t nameLas t nameLas t name Job  titleJob  titleJob  titleJob  title Organisa tionOrganisa tionOrganisa tionOrganisa tion Ema ilEma ilEma ilEma il

Nina Albuquerque Head of HR Services People In Aid nina@peopleinaid.org

Annalisa Camozzi Plan Academy - Learning Advisor Plan International Annalisa.Camozzi@plan-international.org

Sonia Cochet Director of HR Amnesty International Sonia.Cochet@Amnesty.Org

Kate Davis Learning and Development Manager Save the Children UK k.davis@savethechildren.org.uk

Julie Ellison Learning and Development Manager Plan International Julie.Ellison@plan-international.org

Shelby Fields Training Administrator RedR UK shelby.fields@redr.org.uk

Carol Hartman Learning and Development Coordinator Islamic Relief Worldwide Carol.Hartman@irworldwide.org

Jill Hasler Learning and Development Manager The Brooke jill.hasler@thebrooke.org

Em Lacroix HR Services Manager People In Aid emmanuelle@peopleinaid.org

Dara Leonard Consultant AMURIA NFP dara.leonard@amuria.co.uk

Ed Monk Managing Director Learning and Performance Institute emonk@thelpi.org

Lizzy Openshaw training manager RedR UK lizzy.openshaw@redr.org.uk

Lesley Price Membership Services Director Learning and Performance Institute lprice@thelpi.org

Laurent Reza Wildhaber Training Coordinator RedR UK laurent.wildhaber@redr.org.uk

Michael Riley Senior HR Officer MAF International mike.riley@maf.org

Martin Shaughnessy Learning & Development Officer CONCERN Worldwide martin.shaughnessy@concern.net

Erika Stankeviciute HR Services Coordinator People In Aid erika@peopleinaid.org

Ann Start L&D Director Retrak ann.start@retrak.org


